Medication Errors in Ambulatory Paediatric Patient Setting--How Close, or Far, are we from an Error Free Process?
The medication management pathway (MMP) outlines the medication journey from the decision to prescribe through to monitoring the outcomes. Medication errors (MEs) can occur at any point of the pathway. MEs in children may result in poor health outcomes; and as children are more vulnerable to dose calculation and administration errors especially in the ambulatory setting, this cohort may be at a higher risk of adverse outcomes. This review aimed to identify MEs in children and attribute them to the steps within the MMP for paediatric ambulatory patients. A systematic search of studies related to MEs in children was performed using MEDLINE, EMBASE and International Pharmaceutical Abstracts in the period from Jan 1991 to June 2011, using keywords pertaining to children, medication errors and ambulatory settings. Thirty articles met the review inclusion criteria and the findings of these studies were reported. Based on the MMP, 26 studies reported prescribing errors, 7 dispensing errors, and 12 administration errors. Twelve studies reported errors at more than one time point within the MMP; four studies at 2 stages and 8 studies at 3 stages. The most common types of the errors identified were dose errors which commonly occurred during prescribing, dispensing, or administration. Studies have highlighted that MEs occurring in children, with most of the errors reported at the prescribing stage. This could be a reflection of the studies' focus, and further work is needed to review errors occurring at other time points during the medication management cycle. Identifying where errors occur will contribute to the development of novel strategies to detect and prevent these errors in ambulatory settings.